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Every one of us is different. Our homes are full of unique stories. 
The stories about what we love and what makes us feel better. 
For this reason, every interior we arrange is unique. The furniture 
we choose shows our style, who we are and... how we live. 

The most beautiful stories are created by the interior 
arrangements that we really put our hearts into. The furniture 
may communicate what we want to say. Starting from the 
moment a guest crosses the threshold, furniture may represent 
your brave soul, soothe the senses with timeless romanticism, 
perfectly match the latest trends or just, thanks to practical 
solutions, ensure maximum comfort every day.

Romantic, modern, brave and practical. Comfort may have many 
faces. We invite you on a journey to the four feminine worlds of 
the Soul collection. 

Go for the style that will help you express yourself.

Four worlds... 

Soul by Black Red White www.brw.com
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“Regardless of who you are, 
where you live and how 
your home looks 
- in this collection 
you will find leisure that fits 
your lifestyle perfectly.”

Grzegorz Duszak 
Our goal was to create the pieces of fur-
niture that provide perfect comfort of 
use everyday, and among which every 
woman can find part of herself. Our 
every creation is unique, just like every 
design we worked on is exceptional. 
Together with the Soul collection, we 
invite you on a journey to the world of 
exceptional comfort, where beautiful 
furniture changes ordinary interiors into 
places you can call home. 

Lucyna Kuciejczyk

Furniture is a creation that combines 
functionality with beauty. The idea for a 
perfect product has to include not only 
beautiful and useful forms and quality of 
execution, but also understanding of the 
needs and expectations of customers. 
For this reason, while creating the Soul 
collection, we tried to look at our work 
from multiple perspectives and to nev-
er lose track of details. They are the el-
ements that create the whole, and every 
one of them - even the smallest one - 
makes a huge difference. 
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Soul by Black Red White

Romantic
This style is timeless and full of charm. With 
a pinch of sweetness, it fills the interior with 
pastel shades and sophisticated forms. Here, 
you can find furniture that you will fall in love 
with at first sight. Remarkably comfortable 
and feminine, simply beautiful. 
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Soft, rotund forms encourage you to sit a little longer. The Bavaro Set is made up of pieces of furniture that 
thanks to their long, wooden legs seem to float above the ground. Our two-person sofa, armchair and pouf 
will go beyond the expectations of those that value comfort the most. Thanks to stylish quilt and inclined 
backrests, the romantic style fits into the modern world.

sofa Bavaro 2S
dim. 135x106x87 cm armchair Bavaro ES

dim. 77x101x94 cm
pouf Bavaro H
dim. 63x41x43 cm

Above ground... 
sofa 2S, pouf H, armchair ES
BAVARO
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sofa 2S, pouf H, armchair ESFLAMENCO

Warm, raspberry pink combined with natural wood is a recipe for a cosy, feminine interior. Profiled 
headrests in the form of a cushion are the elements invented for the purpose of even greater com-
fort. Do you want more? Sit comfortably and use the pouf which can also serve as a footrest, and like 
a silent guardian watch over your increased comfort. 

The feminine side of an interior

sofa Flamenco 2S
dim. 134x102x89 cm

armchair Flamenco ES
dim. 77x106x90 cm

pouf Flamenco H
dim. 63x41x43 cm
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Wooden, finely carved legs are the base that creates the style of this exceptional sofa. Soft, 
tempting shapes encourage you to stay on it a little longer, and the cushions, filled with natu-
ral plumage, provide you with even greater sense of comfort. After removing them, the level 
of relaxation increases even more.

sofa Madura 2,5S
dim. 190x97x98 cm

The art of comfort
sofa 2,5S MADURA
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sofa 3S

LISERA

A sceptre and a crown are not necessary to rule an interior. The Lisera Sofa is a great example in this regard. It is 
beautiful in its simplicity, every detail of it fascinates with the perfection of execution. A slightly inclined backrest 
and exceptionally soft and deepened seat ensure maximum comfort. Decorative stitching and black, wooden legs 
with old gold colour at their ends make the entire piece of furniture look elegant. 

sofa Lisera 3S
dim. 208x86x95 cm

The Queen of elegance
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corner sofa 2S.RECSADO

corner sofa Sado 2S.REC
dim. 282x81-93x202 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

This corner sofa seduces you with tasteful, minimalistic design, and when you sit 
on it, lovingly tucks you in with comfort. The extendable backrests can be adju-
sted in order to make sitting as comfortable as possible, therefore you can rest on 
the sofa in many ways. Thanks to the profiled seat, you can sit in the most comfor-
table position and relish in the relaxation in the snug interior of your home. 

The idea 
of comfort
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Sit down. Rest. Have a nap or just relax with a book. When you sit in this armchair, 
each moment is like a journey to your favourite place in the world. It is so comforta-
ble that you will appreciate each second you will spend sitting in it. 

armchair Portoryko ES
dim. 75x100x96 cm

armchair Masira ES
dim. 74x111x91 cm

PORTORYKO armchair ES

armchair Grimsey ES
dim. 78x78x87 cm

Masira fascinates not only with the form. In 
this case, the details are the most important. 
Look at the beautiful quilt and slender, long 
legs, which almost make it seem like this 
armchair is floating above the floor. 

Beautiful and subtle, as 
well as incredibly comfor-
table. The Grimsey Arm-
chair will surprise you 
with its high comfort le-
vel and will enchant you 
with its unique design. 
However, this armchair is 
something more. Its legs, 
thanks to the edgings in 
old gold colour, will at-
tract great attention. 

MASIRA

GRIMSEY

armchair ES

armchair ES
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Soul by Black Red White

Modern
Designed in order to provide a perfect sense 
of comfort, it is modern, fascinating and 
synchronised with the rhythm of the city. 
Discover the line that will keep up with your 
lifestyle. Modern furniture for a modern 
woman. A woman like you. 
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sofa 3STAMRI

sofa Tamri 3S
dim. 205x80x91 cm

Sit down and see how comfortable your rest can be. A slightly inclined backrest enriched by 
soft cushions tempts you to sit down for just a bit longer. An additional sense of comfort is 
provided by lumbar support cushions and softened armrests. Those who enjoy reading will 
take pleasure in the side pocket, a perfect place for your favourite magazines, book or TV 
remote. 

Feel comfortable 
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Unpretentious, comfortable, modern. The Cancun 
Sofa constitutes a noble idea of comfort locked in 
simple forms of piece of leisure furniture. Original 
metal base and movable backrests make it possible 
for you to experiment with sitting positions to find 
the most comfortable one and also give it a distinc-
tive look.

sofa Cancun 2,5S
dim. 216x112x93 cm

Your relaxation area
sofa 2,5S

CANCUN
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sofa 3SMINORKA

Additional layer of plumage in the seat and backrest cushions ensure exceptional softness and  
a sense of comfort. But that is not all. Your everyday enjoyment will be boosted by the wide and 
softened armrests and profiled seat, on which you can sit comfortably. This sofa, thanks to lumbar 
support cushions, also ensures optimal support for your spine.

sofa Minorka 3S
dim. 225x83x90 cm

Cosy version of interior 
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Amarilla is a sofa which perfectly reflects the meaning of the adage: “less is more”. The simplified form 
with neutral line was enlivened by a decorative welt that connects all the elements into a harmonious 
whole. The sofa hangs over the floor thanks to the strong base and casts only a subtle shadow.

sofa Amarilla 2,5S
dim. 193x82x91 cm

Minimalism of form, 
maximum of comfort sofa 2,5S

AMARILLA
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corner sofa Negril LUX 3DL.URCBK
dim. 276x92x177 cm
sleeping area: 127x230 cm

A unique piece of furniture, perfect for everyday use. Two bedding containers and easy to 
use sleep function make this elegant corner sofa a functional element of interior furnishing 
- especially when your home is visited by unexpected guests. Decorative stitching and quilt 
underline the subtle separation of seats, and fashionable bolsters constitute an additional 
support for the arms.

Even greater comfort

NEGRIL corner sofa LUX 3DL.URCBK
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Simple, but unique. Gen-
tle, but with a pinch of a 
masculine character. Utra 
is a perfect confirmation 
of the belief that beauty 
has many faces. The me-
tal frame and decorative 
seam are two elements 
that underline its excep-
tional style.

armchair Utra ES
dim. 75x84x91 cm

armchair ES

UTRA

SUMBA

armchair Sumba ES
dim. 71x76x76 cm

armchair ES

armchair Fogo ES
dim. 70x74x67 cm

Fogo is not just an armcha-
ir. It is like a piece of jewel-
lery in an interior, which, 
due to the decorative ver-
tical stitching at the entire 
surface of sides and back- 
rest, looks amazing regard-
less of the angle you view 
it from. 

The tucking form makes you 
feel deeply relaxed as soon as 
you use it for the first time. 
Meet Cruz Armchair - the back- 
rest of this piece was profiled 
to provide the perfect sup-
port to your head, neck and 
back. As it is a revolving arm-
chair, you can choose your 
preferred way to lounge. 

armchair Cruz ES
dim. 91x116x93 cm

armchair ES

armchair ES

FOGO

CRUZ
A deepened seat, high 
and softened armrests 
and a backrest ensure ex-
ceptional sense of com-
fort. But Sumba Armchair 
has something more – an 
ingenious knob which can 
be used as a hanger for a 
handbag.
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Soul by Black Red White

Brave
Pamper yourself with a diversity of colours, 
forms and various textures. Play with desi-
gn and furnish subtle rooms with an obvious 
purpose. Choose furniture that will bring out 
your personality. Create your own relaxation 
space. A space that mirrors you.
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sofa 3SSALEMA

Salema Sofa dominates interior thanks to expressive fabric, which makes it impossible to just 
pass it by. Soaring legs ensure stability and the innovative, cubist form fits every type of leisu-
re. So, sit back and enjoy big city life. 

The essence of colour

sofa Salema 3S
dim. 206x80x96 cm
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Malaita is a feast for the eyes in every form. 
Fancy vertical stitching at the entire surface 
of back, sides and seat makes it possible to po-
sition this unique piece of furniture in the cen-
tre of the room and be sure that it looks great. 

sofa Malaita 2,5S
dim. 189x78x96 cm

Absolute perfection

sofa 2,5S MALAITA
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This is a beautiful answer to the question of relaxation in a room that is in no 
way bland. Tulum Sofa is a style icon. It is beautiful thanks to the gentle lines, 
stylish stitching and decorative welt, and constitutes a main element of interior 
that represents the character of its owners. An exceptional piece of furniture 
for those with exceptional style. 

sofa Tulum 2,5S
dim. 174x81x84 cm

Style icon sofa 2,5S TULUM
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VENU sofa 2S

This sofa is like a cape of comfort you always want to come back to. Thanks to the fabric in 
the colour of muted orange, it has a one-of-a-kind look. It looks proud as an element of fur-
nishing designed by a brave soul. You can comfortably put your arms on its wide armrests, 
and then lean on the backrest cushions. Such luxurious relaxation should always last as long 
as possible. 

sofa Venu 2S
dim. 190x85x91 cm

The cape of comfort
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BORDEN corner sofa LUX.3DL.REC

Choose modern style and timeless design, created specially for your comfort. The Borden 
Corner Sofa has a special power - it relieves stress, helps to achieve maximum relaxation and 
encourages you to enjoy the present moment. These are the effects of the solutions that will 
make you feel exceptional comfort. A softened seat and cushions make lounging a must. But 
this corner sofa is very useful not only during the daytime, but also at night, thanks to the 
sleep function, which changes into a comfortable bed for two. 

corner sofa Borden LUX.3DL.REC
dim. 303x97x243 cm
sleeping area: 133x268 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

Your relaxation area
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Remarkably feminine thanks to soft, sophisticated shapes. It immedia-
tely grabs attention of all those around. It is even more elegant thanks 
to the expressive stitching on the backrest and seat, which emphasizes 
its beautiful curves. 

armchair ES

armchair Navagio ES
dim. 76x78x86 cm

armchair Susa ES
dim. 85x94x85 cm

SUSA
Velour fabric, beautifully 
decorated with quilt, makes 
this armchair become jewel-
lery of any space. Due to its 
stable metal frame, it is hard 
to compare with anything 
else.

The perfect balance of comfort and unique desi-
gn. A four-pointed base makes this armchair stand 
stably on the floor while the soft forms shine. Your 
comfort will be cared for by the slightly inclined 
backrest and profiled seat in which you can sit back 
comfortably. 

armchair ES

armchair ES

PEMBA

NAVAGIO

armchair Pemba ES
dim. 83x85x85 cm
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Soul by Black Red White

Practical
Tucking forms, surprising solutions and 
comfort you deserve. Relish daily life thanks 
to furniture that will accompany you everyday 
and satisfy all your interior needs. You do not 
need much to create a beautiful interior that 
makes you relaxed. 
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sofa 3S
SUMATRA

On this sofa you can enjoy the moments of serene relaxation whenever you want, at ni-
ght and during the daytime. The simple style emphasises in a subtle way the decorative 
seam and the subtle legs, which elevate the sofa slightly above the floor level. Tall and 
wide armrests support your arms in a more pleasant way, like the backrest cushions that 
you can remove in order to increase the size of your relaxation space.

sofa Sumatra 3S
dim. 214x90x115 cm

The beauty of details
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There’s no place like home. Neutral grey, simple shapes and personalised accents that 
add authenticity, such as metal legs. Meet Venu Sofa. Sometimes simplicity is the hi-
ghest form of sophistication. 

sofa Venu 2,5S
dim. 232x85x91 cm

Raw light of Scandinavia
VENUsofa 2,5S
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This is the place for you, where you can regain peace of mind, when storms rage around you. An 
additional layer of plumage, wide armrests and extra cushions - all these elements make it possi-
ble for you to change the position you relax in and to relish your precious moments of rest. But 
that is not all, as Aldabra has up its sleeve a few more interesting solutions: a functional cargo 
drawer and mobile table, the position of which can always be changed. 

corner sofa Aldabra 2S.REC
dim. 311x88x190 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

For You
corner sofa 2S.REC

ALDABRA
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SERAM

Always in style - beautiful, reliable, but you can see and feel that there is something more 
about it. Something that lets you relax and unwind from the day. Seram is a U shaped corner 
sofa made to fill the largest rooms. Sleep function, easy to use transformation mechanism, 
soft cushions, softened seat - all these elements will provide you with maximum comfort eve-
ry time you need it. 

corner sofa Seram REC.2F.OTM
dim. 322x99x201 cm
sleeping area: 131x261 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

For Your comfort

corner sofa REC.2F.OTM
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It is spacious and reliable, moreover, it has all the functions that make your life easier. If you 
love when your house is full of life, you will for sure use the additional sleep function, thanks 
to which your guests will stay at your place for a little bit longer and more comfortably. And 
that is not all. Finished with the greatest precision, Algarve Corner Sofa can successfully be 
placed in the centre of a room and still look very presentable from every angle.

corner sofa Algarve 3F.E.2BK
dim. 306x91x227 cm
sleeping area: 130x246 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

The everyday companion
corner sofa 3F.E.2BK

ALGARVE
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corner sofa 2S.E.1PFFARO

corner sofa Faro 2S.E.1PF
dim. 277x85x213 cm
available versions: left sided and right sided

Something more than a corner sofa
Elegant and simple, the Faro Corner Sofa provides a few additional, hidden solutions – a folding 
table you can put your laptop on, a docking station and additional storage space hidden in the 
armrest, as well as modern shelf in streamlined shape, which is perfect as a handy table. Every-
thing you need in your daily life!
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Anafi is an innovative approach to relaxation at home and a flexible lifestyle. This is a place of rela-
xation you can construct yourself. Select as many as you like from eight modules in smooth, organic 
shapes. Connect them as you wish, adjusting to your own needs and lifestyle. Do you need an additio-
nal bed? You can choose the module that transforms this comfortable piece of furniture into a snug 
bedroom at night. 

Make place for everyone 

modular corner sofa Anafi

modular corner sofaANAFI
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Sigma 08 Silver

Tesla 9902 Graphite

Nobilia 65 Brown

Monolith 85 Grey

Nobilia 84 Silver

Riviera 91 Grey

Napoli 19 Grey

Icon 69 Grey Pink

Lana 10 Grey

Canyon 92 Grey

Chester 17 Grey

Grande 65 
Grey Pink

Hester 2928 01 
Graphite Pink

Nothing influences the look of your sofa more 
than the fabric you choose. What should the 
perfect one be like? Delicate and subtle, so that 
it perfectly fits into the surrounding, or maybe 
expressive and extravagant, dominating the 
interior? It is up to you. Choose the fabric that 
will make your sofa something more than just an 
ordinary piece of furniture. 

You have as many as 86 colours 
to choose from.

Choose the perfect fabric

Pedro 1826 Grey

Sigma 09 Grey

Nobile 617 Grey

Mindelo 10 Green

Bison 15 Brown

Canyon 06 Beige

Canyon 15 Beige

Sigma 05 Turquoise

Mindelo 5 Caramel

Napoli 04 Taupe

Nobile 16 Blue

Sigma 03 TaupeRiviera 81 Blue

Riviera 87 Blue

Riviera 38 Green

Riviera 41 Yellow

Sigma 04 Coral

Sigma 07 Blue

Sigma 06 Blue

Tesla 9907 Yellow

Tesla 9908 Green

Tesla 9911 Blue

Tesla 9912 Pink Nobile 80 Dark Pink

Nobile 23 Violet Nobilia 37 Green

Nobilia 52 Coral

Nobilia 61 Pink

Nobilia 72 Mint

Nobilia 73 Blue Nobilia 76 Blue

Hunter 101 
Anthracite

Icon 56 Beige Orange

Icon 79 Navy

Lana 07 Blue

Nobile 14 Blue

Nobilia 77 Turquoise

Nobile 90 Maroon

Napoli 10 Dark Pink

Napoli 12 Green

Napoli 15 Navy Napoli 16 Blue

Napoli 18 ElephantNobile 07 Orange

Nobile 15 Turquoise

Mindelo 13 Taupe

Mindelo 14 Brown

Monolith 37 Green

Monolith 61 Coral

Monolith 63 Pink

Monolith 77 Navy

Hunter 801 Brown

Icon 39 Green

Icon 45 Yellow

Icon 61 Dark Pink

Lana 05 Green

Lana 08 Dark Pink Mindelo 4 Brown

Grande 39 Green

Grande 56 
Grey Orange

Grande 77 Navy

Chester 21 Blue

Grande 55 Coral

Grande 61 
Beige Coral

Grande 75 
Turquoise

Napoli 06 YellowHester 2928 13 
Turquoise Gold

Pedro 1812 Orange

More information about our fabrics and how to take care of them can be found in our showrooms.

Sigma 12 Stell

Napoli 13 BlueMindelo 11 Steel

Monolith 97 Grey
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dim. 135x106x87 cm
fabric: Chester 21 Blue

dim. 134x102x89 cm
fabric: Nobilia 52 Coral

sofa 2S

sofa 2S

BAVARO

COLLECTION COMPONENTS

FLAMENCO

dim. 77x101x94 cm
fabric: Chester 21 Blue

dim. 77x106x90 cm
fabric: Nobilia 52 Coral

armchair ES

armchair ES

BAVARO

FLAMENCO

dim. 63x41x43 cm
fabric: Chester 21 Blue

dim. 63x41x43 cm
fabric: Nobilia 52 Coral

pouf H

pouf H

BAVARO

FLAMENCO

dim. 75x100x96 cm
fabric: Nobile 90 Maroon

armchair ES
PORTORYKO

dim. 74x111x91 cm
fabric: Nobilia 76 Blue

armchair ES
MASIRA

dim. 78x78x87 cm
fabric: Nobilia 61 Pink

armchair ES
GRIMSEY

dim. 71x76x76 cm
fabric: Icon 61 Dark Pink

armchair ES
SUMBA

dim. 75x84x91 cm
fabric: Hunter 801 Brown

*you can choose from Hunter 
  collection fabrics only

armchair ES
UTRA

dim. 70x74x67 cm
fabric: Riviera 38 Green

armchair ES
FOGO

foam

foam foam foam

foam foam foam foam

foamfoamfoam

available 
in the set

available 
in the set

available 
in the set

available 
in the set

available 
in the set

available 
in the set

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

metal 
legs

webbing 
straps

webbing 
straps

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs
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dim. 85x94x85 cm
fabric: Riviera 41 Yellow

armchair ES
SUSA

TyłTył

dim. 83x85x85 cm
fabric: Riviera 81 Blue

armchair ES
PEMBA

Tył

dim. 208x86x95 cm
fabric: Nobile 80 Dark Pink

sofa 3S
LISERA

dim. 190x97x98 cm
fabric: Sigma 04 Coral

sofa 2,5S
MADURA

dim. 91x116x93 cm
fabric: Mindelo 4 Brown

armchair ES
CRUZ

dim. 76x78x86 cm
fabric: Riviera 38 Green

armchair ES
NAVAGIO

COLLECTION COMPONENTS

sofa 3S sofa 2,5S

dim. 205x80x91 cm
fabric: Lana 07 Blue

TAMRI CANCUN

dim. 216x112x93 cm
fabric: Sigma 09 Grey

dim. 225x83x90 cm
fabric: Mindelo 10 Green

sofa 3S
MINORKA

dim. 214x90x115 cm
fabric: Sigma 07 Blue

sofa 3S
SUMATRA

dim. 193x82x91 cm
fabric: Nobilia 77 Turquoise

sofa 2,5S
AMARILLA

dim. 206x80x96 cm
fabric: Nobile 07 Orange

sofa 3S
SALEMA

foam foam foam foam foam foam

foamfoamfoamfoamfoam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

webbing 
straps

webbing 
straps

webbing 
straps

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

wooden 
legs

wooden 
legs

pocket 
springs

silicone 
ball

pocket 
springs

pocket 
springs

silicone 
ball

silicone 
ball

silicone 
ball

adjustable 
headrest

natural 
filling 

natural 
filling 

natural 
filling 
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dim. 190x85x91 cm
fabric: Pedro 1812 Orange

sofa 2S
VENU

dim. 189x78x96 cm
fabric: Nobile 15 Turquoise

sofa 2,5S
MALAITA

dim. 174x81x84 cm
fabric: Nobile 16 Blue

sofa 2,5S
TULUM

dim. 232x85x91 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

sofa 2,5S
VENU

dim. 282x81-93x202 cm
fabric: Monolith 63 Pink

corner sofa 2S.REC/REC.2S
SADO

dim. 276x92x177 cm
sleeping 
area: 127X230 cm
fabric: Nobilia 37 Green

corner sofa LUX 3DL.URCBK
NEGRIL

COLLECTION COMPONENTS

dim. 303x97x243 cm
sleeping 
area: 133x268 cm
fabric: Sigma 09 Grey

corner sofa LUX 3DL.REC/REC.3DL
BORDEN

Bok Tył

dim. 277x85x213 cm
fabric: Lana 10 Grey

corner sofa 2S.E.1PF/1PF.E.2S
FARO

dim. 311x88x190 cm
fabric: Bison 15 Brown

ALDABRA
corner sofa 2S.REC/REC.2S

dim. 322x99x201 cm
sleeping 
area: 131x261 cm
fabric: Canyon 06 Beige

corner sofa REC.2F.OTM /OTM.2F.REC
SERAM

dim. 306x91x227 cm
sleeping 
area: 130x246 cm
fabric: Icon 45 Yellow

corner sofa 3F.E.2BK/2BK.E.3F
ALGARVE

foam foam foam foam foam foam

foamfoamfoamfoamfoam highly-elastic 
foam

highly-elastic 
foam

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

metal 
legs

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose fabrics 

to choose
fabrics 

to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

fabrics 
to choose

webbing 
straps

webbing 
straps

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
springs

corrugated 
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dim. 62x83x84 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

module 1S-60

dim. 82x48x62 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

pouf H

dim. 72x83x154 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

module REC
ANAFI ANAFI ANAFI

dim. 21x60x82 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

module PODŁOKIETNIK

dim. 122x83x85 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

ANAFIANAFI ANAFI

dim. 82x83x84 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

module 2BKmodule 1S-80

COLLECTION COMPONENTS

dim. 84x83x84 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

Example arrangement
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey

module 2F

module E

ANAFI

ANAFI

dim. 162x83x84 cm
sleeping area: 117x157 cm
fabric: Pedro 1826 Grey Dimensions of upholstered furniture shown in the catalogue are expressed in cm in the following order: width/height/depth. 

modular corner sofa
ANAFI
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Perfect 
project 
deserves 
the best 
implementation

We treat every project indivi-
dually. From the first meeting, 
when we sit down together at 
the table, until the moment of 
arranging even the smallest de-
tail. Our furniture is created by 
people - it is the work of their 
hands that makes our products 
reach the homes of our custo-
mers. 4

1

Equipping sounds raw. At this stage, we mount sprin-
gs and belts, thanks to which the piece of furniture 
meets the highest standards of comfort.

Everything starts with a design. 
The ideas put on paper constitu-
te the beginning of the particu-
lar stages of production.

2

3

The work on modelling the pro-
ject of a piece of furniture is a 
process during which an artistic 
sketch is subjected to technical 
analysis. 

We create structure - one of a 
kind, solid base for the whole.
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The tailor-made cover is pla-
ced on the corpus of the piece 
of furniture. We match each 
detail and stretch the fabric 
so that the product will satis-
fy even the most demanding 
customers.

While the complete structure of a piece of furniture is 
being created, the work on its padding is underway. We 
cut and sew to create a cover that will subsequently be 
subjected to thorough quality control. 

6

7

The corpus equipped with springs and belts goes 
through the plastering stage. This is the stage 
when the piece of furniture is covered with foam, 
which gives it exceptional softness. 

5

8

The products that have passed through the stage of con-
trol are packed with the greatest care so that they reach 
homes of our customers in perfect condition. 

The ready furniture is subject 
to thorough quality control. 
We ensure that customers 
are provided with only those 
pieces of furniture that are 
refined to the finest detail. 

9

Time for jewellery and practical aspects. Our upholstered furni-
ture is enriched with mechanisms which increase its usefulness 
and decorative details as well.

10
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Look. Sit back. Touch. Relax.  
Visit us in one of our show- 
rooms and try furniture 
designed for pure comfort.

Information provided in the catalogue does not constitute an offer within the meaning of the Civil Code. All data contained in the catalogue is valid as of the month of providing the catalogue for printing (11/2018). Dimensions 
of furniture may be slightly changed. All dimensions are external dimensions (include finishing). Due to the limitations of the printing technology, the colours reproduced in the catalogue may differ from the actual colours of 
the offered furniture and home arrangement products. Decoration used on the pictures is not included in the price of the furniture. Most of the furniture presented in the catalogue is sold in packages for self-assembly. Only 
correct assembly of the furniture, that is consistent with the manual, guarantees satisfaction with its use. Information concerning availability is valid as of the date of providing the catalogue for printing; in order to determine 
the exact order fulfilment time, please contact your dealer.

Please note: If you are no longer interested in this catalogue please do not throw it away. Give it to someone who may be interested in it. By doing so you contribute to the protection of the environment.
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